, the relation between and is temperature dependent. According to the rate-temperature equivalence principle (WLF, 1955) , one can study the relationship at a specific temperature 13 (in this work, the temperature is 23 °C). For small (> 0), Kendall 15 proposed the relation = 0 + arcsinh , where is the apparent (effective) adhesion work, 0 is the quasi-static (intrinsic) adhesion work, and is the crack propagation speed. However, the parameters and are quite sensitive to material and differ by orders of magnitude for different adhesion systems, which is somewhat inconvenient. At present, for small (> 0), the widely adopted constitutive relation of the apparent adhesion work is 9, 10, 16-24
, where is the crack propagation speed, 0 is a positive constant, and is a constant factor. Theoretically, the fracture theory of viscoelastic materials can be used to study the constitutive relation of apparent adhesion work 28 . However, such an approach should be improved because the JKR theory itself is not applicable to dynamic adhesion systems.
Similar to the JKR theory, for a dynamic adhesion contact system, it can be assumed that the contact force is repulsive in the contact region and attractive at the edge of the contact region, i.e. the adhesion is valid only at the edge of the contact region. In addition, considering ≤ ( is a saturation velocity as marked in Fig. 4) , we adopted the adhesive work constitutive relation for the dynamic adhesion contact system with the following form:
where is the polar radius (the pole is at the centre of the contact interface), = −̇;
0 is the quasi-static (intrinsic) adhesion work of the contact pair; and 0 > 0 is the crack propagation speed, enabling = 2 0 . Eq. (1) and Fig. 4 indicate that the growth and healing of the interface crack have different resistances.
Without loss of generality, we considered a fixed base and a vibrating contactor (Fig.   1b) , the kinetic energy of the contactor is 
one can obtain the governing equation,
where ̅ is the apparent (or average) contact load and = cos (in our experiment, 
One can then obtain the steady state solution of Eq. (6):
which yields
Based on Eq. (4b), ̇ can be expressed as (for convenience, we let = 0 in the following discussion, which has no effect on the final results) 
The solution to Eq. (10) is 0 = 2 ± ( is an integer), hand, the continuity of requires that
The left-hand side of Eq. (12) is the total decrement in the contact radius due to crack growth, and the right-hand side is the total increment in the contact radius due to crack 
Notably, Eq. (13) includes the limit of → 0, which indicates an infinite crack healing speed and ( , ) → 0( < 0). Such an approximation holds only when the actuation frequency is high enough. Note that → 0 indicates infinite displacement, which is only theoretically feasible. Thus, should be large enough, i.e., ≫ 0 , in actual estimation or theoretical prediction. Substituting Eqs. (8) and (13) into Eq. (5), the apparent contact load (i.e., Eq. (3)) can be obtained as
where ≥ 0, ≫ 0, and ≤ . Eq. (14) can also be expressed as the function of the input power,
is the input power (Eq. (7) is considered). Eq. (15) reveals a simple relation among ̅ , and and .
In summary, Eqs. (5), (8), and (13) and the fact that can be obtained by integrating Eq. (9) with respect to time provides the full solution to Eq. (3), i.e., Eq. (1).
Supplementary Note 3. Discussion of the pull-off force.
By determining the minimum value of ̅ for a given combination of and , the pull-off force off can be obtained based on Eq. (14),
where off,0 = − 3 0 2 ⁄ is the quasi-static pull-off force predicted by the JKR theory. The minimum value − √1 + 2 2 2 ⁄ can be determined when ̅ = 2( 2 + 2 2 ) (3 ) ⁄ . In addition, by letting max{ } ≤ and referring to Eqs. (8) and (9), one can find that max{ } ≤ is equivalent to
≤ describes the restrictions on the actuation forces to ensure ≤ . In addition, for a given combination of and , = gives the solution of ̅ = ̅ .
For a given combination of and that satisfies max{ } ≥ , the system could lose stability because of the rapid drop in effective adhesive work (Fig. 4) 
where we consider ≫ 0 .
Eqs. (16) and (18) Alternatively, when the apparent contact load is abruptly changed, such as from ̅ off,0 ⁄ = 6 to 95 (approximately 120% of the maximum theoretical value) under an actuation frequency of 450 Hz and amplitude of 50 μm, and the adhesion is maintained for approximately 1 s, which may be long enough for some extreme working conditions.
Supplementary Note 6. Energy consumption analysis.
As defined in Eq. (15), the input power can be calculated as
Eq. (20) can be used to calculate the actual power based on the experimental data by integrating within the internal area of a closed loop of the cos~ curves (similar to the those in Supplementary Figure 2) . Theoretically, it is readily obtained that (when ≤ ) 
Eq. (21) can be used to estimate the damping factor . A group of data of the input power and the damping factor are listed in Supplementary Table 2 , where ( eff 2 ) ⁄ represents the required input power per unit contact area and is experimentally determined based on Eq. (20) and the corresponding recorded displacement data.
